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VALLEY CELEBRATES SNOW
Indiscrimination at the | CARNIVAL
Valley Concerts?

Color My World By John
As tk« wind Mows

fEditor's nont: An incident either occurred or h dM ti't in the Student Activities office
yesterday afternoon thet soured considerebiy the geiety o f the GVSC Winter Carnival. An Indian
) stated that she requested of the secretary o f Student Activities Office a Mock o f tickets for
herself end some Indent companions mho wonted to sit toyedter in s group at the Buffy
Stint-Marie concert. She said that she wm denied conddsration end curtly dssmssed. Paul
Drrewiecki denied that the event i
staff was involved in any such mcedent Fefidmng are Bryce's comments on the situation based on
his trust in the Indian woman that the incident did occur. Drrevtiecki's denial notwith rtandbrg }
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Head of Student Activities
Denies Confrontation
*1 have no inf<
thet unane were any
asked for", was the official
position o f M
as o f early last
Dnewiecki was replying in
interview to our
about his office’s
o f a request by
O ttaw a
Indian
Betty
Frederick for a Mock o f
thartv tickets for the Daffy
St. Marie concert. 1W
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nqr world, the

o f recurring delight w ll not fail
to rahrage ok from the depths o f
frozen depremion once again.
litis is the seventh time
around for the Valley’s biggest
celebration and it is by far the
most coordinated and best effort
on the part o f its sponsors.
There is something for everyone;
participation should prove quite
sufficient to kill that grsc:
monster sitting nest to
apathy. The vast array o f
gets under way Thursday
afternoon, January 21 with
talent show audition* in 301
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What
Placement
lc
i a

Placement ■ i service to students
ft ad leveb and to alumni, and is
concerned with three main ateac:
CAREER COUNSELING - We
can help you to chooee the
occupation that would be heat for
you in light o f your aptitudes,
interests and educational program.
For job success and satisfaction, the
occupation that you ch ooie must
“ fit” you, but this fitting process
may take some time, so it u best to
begin early. For this service you need
only make an appointment with a
Placement Service staff members.
VOCATIONAL INFORMATION
- a library o f descriptive* material
about individual employers as well as
information about various careers,
occupations, employment conditions,
saiary scales and future prospects is
maintained in the Placement Service
Office. This material is easily
accessible and available to you.
JOB PLACEMENT - (Restricted
to seniors and alumni only! We ask
that you register with the Placement
Service and. in turn,' we wiB notify
you o f opening*’ A»si!sfc!e snd will
arrange contact! nod Interviews Tor
you with prospective employers. We
do not guarantee jobs the
candidate must secure his own
position.
These services are available to all
and to tak advantage o f these you
need only visit the Placement Service

DORM
MAMED
On December 22. 1970. the G rarf
Valley Board o f Control decided and
approved the name for the new
dormitory. The third dormitory will
be called Grace Olsen Khtler House.
Mr*, lustier was one o f the
Board members, appointed tn 1960.
She was a resident o f Grand Haven
and was active in local, state and
national affair* until her death in
November o f 1967.
Grace O lxn
SCiatier Houae’s
construction will be completed for
this fall. It will house an additional
402 students.
In other action taken by the
Board also approved the College III
Talk Force Report. William James
College has the go ahead to open in
fall o f 1971.
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1336 Lake Drive S.E.
456-6901
p

Ampex cassette !
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& 8 track

Please let us serve you.
Placement Service - 2nd floor Room 247, Lake Huron Hall.

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
January
G LEARAKC E S A LE!
T Shirts - Sweat Shirts
Books Odds & Ends
A Real Savings $aie
to make room for
A new shipment
.
*Key Chaim*
*T Shirts
0Posters
0Csmdles
0Fooibell Jerseys

that have just

MEIN
OUR SELECTION

INDISCRIMINATION AT VALLEY CONCERTS ?

It « m w i i | Blatant. They
« t not try to k fl her. No.
THEY SIMPLY DENIED THAT
SHE EXISTED*
The t e f c d that a l Intern
exht. What h w ane ■ that they
denied t e the narea Infirm
don't exist k because me kfled
them.
How did they do this to her
you might ask?
The facts me tim pk:
An Indian entered the
Student Activities office and
safe that she would tike to
a block o f 30 seats for
and a group o f her
They wanted to tit
at Buffy St.Marie's
conceit.
The
that this

Did this Secretary think to
a d he? b s s £ ss> exception
cca y te made? Of costs not.
How coaM she have been
expected to ask?
Later this Indian woman
mentioned this incident to me.
Feriipi I overreacted when I
stormed into the office o f Mister
Drzewiecki, the administrator in
charge o f student affairs.
Indians have been the victims
o f beauracracy and genocide for
a long time. They have suffered
extraordinary persecution. Were
we know to deny these Indians
this simple request?
Mr. Drzewiecki was steadfast:
adamanant.
Should w t not only reserve a
block of seats? Should we not

admit ibw r people free o f
charge? This it what I ssked
n »*~feck i. He replied: "IW S
IS
NOT
AN
INDIAN
BENEFIT ”
Yea fe te d . Indians are
permL me have benefits far. Thfc
mas however not meant to be a
benefit.
Indians can ted you about
dm line fo reasoning I am rare. I
left reaazntg that I
urith fee type o f

it.
It k fe te d a
which WE as wfcfee

(Later
when
atited
to
comment, Drzewiecki
feat A it Indian
even made fee request. He mid
however feat, **THEY could buy
a l the tickets that THEY
How does it feel to be a
THEY?
Perhaps Buffy will te l us.
Maybe you could atit a brown
or mack man or woman. THEY
w on't
have
student
identification cards either.
But afteraN. how could an
penetrate our By white
(GVSC has a few Mack
is" but not enough to
spoil the gainful administrators
view.)
So the Indians whom WE are
committing genocide against are
going to have to pay extra to
hear THEIR aster sing. Why?

Tenent
Strike
Here?

Grand Valley Students are
presently being exploited by
local landlords. A Tenants Union
could exert enough political
force to bring about rent
’eductions. If interested in the
organizing o f sucb ■ -union
contact anyone at the American
Revolutionary Media Literature
table in the Commons for
information. In Ann Arbor the
Student Tenants Union has been
very effective and has saved
students a great dca! of money
by winning rent red u ctio n s.
There is n o reason why we cou ld
not have similiar success.

S

STUDIES
IN SOUTH
AMERICA
Offer to Study in South America
Grand Valley State College has
recently affiliated itself with the
Great Lakes Colleges Association
Latin American Program, this offers
students an opportunity to study in
Columbia. South America. The
program will begin next summer.
Students will study in Bogota, the
capital city o f Columbia at the
Centro Dc (studious
(Jniversia
T a rio u s C o lu m b o
Americano.
Courses that arc offered include
Spanish, Economics. Hum»ni?i»«,
various other courses in the social
science. While in Columbia, students
will be housed individually with
families.
For an application or more
inform ation
contact
Dr.
Ezra
Gearhart, Director o f Grand Valley’s
International Studies Program.

for
can be
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P R E G N A N T? N EED H ELP ?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now iegai in New
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
provide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member of the National Organization to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally confidential
information. There are no shots or pills to terminate a
pregnancy. These medications are intended to indue* a !;tc
period only A good medical test is your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test Immediately. Cur
pregnancy counseling service will provide totally confidential
alternatives to your pregnancy. We have a long list o f those we
wlrwwMy
should you wish to verify this service.
£ 2 f ^ » & % J ,,UMBER F0 R FUTURE REFERENCE
3-215-87§-5800.
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WINTER CARNJVAL, JANUARY ’ 2 *0, 197:
Friday, January 22:
SNOW SCULPTURE BEGINS - (Judging on Jan. 29)
7: jO pm - DONKEY BASKETBALL - Faculty w
Sludants admission $1.00. $.50 d iM n n undar 12 PiaMheusa
Saturday, January 22:
10:30 am 2;00 pm - PROFESSIONAL OOG SLED
RACES —Fraa —F M d teu H m m
3:00 pm - BASKETBALL - GVSC w Lake
Superior St. Col f ga — Ffetdhousa
5:30 pm - WRESTLING - GVSC vs. Laks Superior
SL Col f ga —Fftdheusa
9:00 pm - "MC KENOREE SPRING” CONCERT Admission at door - I.O' raqwirad - Fmidboust
Sunday, January 24:
11:00 am - 4 .3 0 pm - PROFESSIONAL OOG SLED
RACES — Fraa — Fiskfhou*
8:00 pm - "BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE" CONCERT Admission at door —I.O. raquirad — Fwldhouse
Monday, January 25:
3:00-5:00 pm - QUEEN CONTEST SKI CLOTHES
COMPETITION - Fraa - 132 Lakt Huron Ha»
3:30 pm - BROOMBALL TOURNAMENT - Crew
House field
7:30 pm QUEEN. BEARD AND UGLY
CONTESTS —Free — 132 Lake Huron Ha Tuesday, January
26:
12:00 noon - CHARLIE CHAN FILM FESTIVAL admission: $.75 — 301 Manitou Hall
3:00 pm - HOCKEY - Ski Chalet Pond
3:30 pm - BROOMBALL TOURNAMENT (cont.) Crew House field
8r30 pm — PIZZA PARTY —all the pizza & pop you
can eat — tickets: $2.00 at Bookstore, seats limited —
Village Inn, G.R. —Alpine Ave.
9:30 pm - PIZZA EATING CONTEST - Village Inn.
G.R.
Wednesday, January 27:
12:00 noon - CHARLIE CHAN FILM FESTIVAL Admission: $.75 —301 Manitou Haii
3:00 pm - HOCKEY (cont.) - Ski Chalet Pond
3:30 pm - POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL - Crew
House field
Thursday. January 28:
12:00 noon CHARLIE CHAN FILM FESTIVAL Admission: $.75 — 301 Manitou Hall
3.00 pm - HOCKE Y (cont.) - Ski Chalet Pond
7:30 pm - TRAVELOGUE FILM SERIES - "WIDC,
WIDE MEXICO” - free - 123 Manitou Hall
Y f lf f i t t f r 00
JTALENT SHQW - $.50.Admission
Friday, January 29:
12:00 noon - CHARLIE CHAN FILM FESTIVAL Admission: $.75 — 30! Manitou Hat!

URBAN
SUBURBAN
PARTNER
SHIPS
The Urban S M i n InKtmtr has
undertake* a new project entitled
"An Fxptontory Study o f the
Symbiotic
Relationship
Fxttttng
Between Grand Rapids and Its
Suburban Communities." The project
t* an exploratory study, attempting
to discover the feasibility o f a*
accurate «n*ty of this symbiotic
relationship
The public library
transportation systems. Grand Rapids
Junior College, welfare and property
exempt sem ces may be explored in
relationship to Grand Rapids and its
suburbs.
The protest i* being directed by
Assistant Professor ot Economics,
PaulGcrant li ivhcing funded by the
DycMvc* Foundation, o f Grand
Rapids.

1

SSy Wwtd By
transformed into a dog Bed race
course by a local band of
enthusiasts
of
great
that
technological boon to man-kind
and life environment, the
mowmoMe. But what do thorn
yellow signs with letters my?
Anyway, the canine action
begint at 10:30 A.M. both
Saturday and Sunday, and
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More Expansion at WGVS
John Barnes
New and better things arc tn
store for the campus radio
station, WGVS. Station manager,
John Strulhcrs, expressed hopes
of greater service to the GVSC
Community with the addition of
a United Press Internation news
service and training station
personnel to be experienced
newscasters. Also in store for
this term is a new production
In the President’s Executive board
with turntables and
committee meeting o f December 11, controls which arc probable,
Bruce Loesw raised the question o f t h u s
e n a b lin g
re m o te
an FM radio station. He stated that broadcasting.
Projections for
he had been adeed by several people
String term are a 24 hour
if
G V SC
w ill
forestall
the
class
development o f an FM station in hie broadcast day and 3rd
of educational television; President licensed for disc jockeys.

COOL TO
FIR RADIO

Lubbers
said that
the GVSC
Campaign for F ducationa] Television
has indeed forestalled the I ’M station.
He cautioned, however, that this does
not means that an FM station will
n o t be p u rsu ed a t a U k T d a te .

C O F F E E
C -ojftE

Saturday, January 30:
1:00 pm - OPEN HOUSE AT SKI CHALET - Open
skiing — Free Refreshments —Ski Hill
3:00 pm - SKI. TOBOGGAN $ SNURF RACES Ski Hill
9:u0 pm - WINTER CARNIVAL DANCE - Free Commons Dining Room

W G VS p resen tly airs 23 d isc
jo c k e y s in a seven d a y w e e k ,
b road castin g from 2 p .m . t o

Btould last until about 2:00 P.M.
Fifty teams pdoted by both men
and women from throughout the
ll.S. and Canada will he
completing in the Great Lakes
Sled Dog Amodatton*

BUSING
WINTER
TERM

W mkf Term Bu* Schedule
This term Grand Valley'* hu*
service i* rumung four day* a week.
On Tuesday the but goe* to
Allendale Food Center, leaving the
apartment* at 6 00 p.m.. the dorm*
at 6:10 p.m. amving at Allcndakhood Center at 6:20. The layover <*
one hour.
On Friday* and Saturda* * you
may take the bus to Woodland and
I asthreok Mali*, the bu* leave* the
apartments at S:3C. The layovet is
two hour*. On Friday the bu* make*
a stop near the Greyhound Bu*
Terminal in Grand Rapid*.
Also on Saturday, a bu* travel* to
Jeni*on Pla/a The bus leave* the
apartment* at 12 00 noon; the dorm*
at 12:15. The layover :s one to one
and a half hours.
On Sunday*, by reservation only
and for a fee o f one dollar, the
limousine will pick you up at the
Greyhound Bu* Terminal at 7:30
P m' Reservations must be made not
later than the previous Friday.
Reservation* can be made at the
student Activity O ffice - 278 Lake
Michigan Haft, oi by calling ext. 34*.

a.wi. The frequencies are 7.
A.M. and 90.0 F.M. Listen
and see whaCs happen ing!

R A N C H
2Nnvi)

MACRO-MOT1C DIETS

REGULAR AND DARK ROAST
-M E LITTA A EXPRESSO POTS
71w Wotfcfe Finort Bulk Tam
-D a rje e lin g -O o lo n g -Ja p a n Greens—

rnO Tciri
WEIGHT REDUCING
WEIGHT GAINING

S P IC E S , N J T S A N D G I F T IT F M S
'S ince the turn o f the c e n tu ry."

120Romm RM

2 4 N. DIVISION
GRAND RAPIDS * . MICH

Hunt Ltd. Mens Wenr
fbrook Mall
LEATHER GOODS

Hunt Ltd. has been sold,
SUITS
our stock Nust be reduced by 80,000 dealers l
SHIRTS

SEDUCED

]
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______ pubttc opinion. He neb
factions joined tc_
hoped and expected that all
the name of the Quebec Party,
FrandhCanadians
would rapport
whom platform is to gain
hfc
policy
o
f
condemning
that
in d e p en d e n c e for
aims
and
actions
o
f
the
FLQ.
through the democratic
Bwt massive support for Mr.
The election results were the
T
ru d e a u 's
p o lic y
uwv#
folio wing:
materialized; many o f the people
Liberal Party - 44 % o f vote clearly supported the FLQ’s aim.
72, No. of Legislature setts.
Quebec opinion was being won
Quebec Party - 24 % of vote around to the rstioneliszticn
7, No of Legislature seats.
By Marie Gonniwhichea
that while violence la wrong, the
He realised that Mr. National Union Party - 20 % of
Quebec's kidnapping ensti of
te rro rists
were
somehow
Jght be killed, but Mr. vote - 17, No. of Legislature
O c to b e r
1970
was
a
glamorous patriots fighting for a
was prepared to let that seats.
continuation of a tradition of
noble cause.
This strategy backfired Creditu.t Party - 11 % of vote rebellion which began well over when the FLQ abducted Mr. 12, No. of Legislature seats.
Mr. Trudeau’s next error was
a century ago. When the king of Pierre Laporte, Quebec labor
to
invoke
Canada's War Measures
A glance at these figures tells
bngiand saw that the Thirteen
Act,
z
drastic
step by anyone’s
one immediately that something
Colonies were slipping out of his
estimation.
The
ridiculous
O p p o s itio n
to
th e is wrong. With less than half the
grasp, he realized that Canada government’s stance began to vote, the Liberal Party gained
reason that he gave was that the
was his only hope of maintaining mount. Political leaden urged two-thirds of the legislature
country was in a state of
a foothold in the New World.
“apprehended insurrection.” it
seats,
th
e
quebe^
Party,
with
a
the government to fuifiii the
So the English and French ransom demands in order to save whopping one-fourth of the vote
is impossible to lend credence to
battled at Quebec in I79S, and the lives of the hostages. Labor (not bad for the first attem pt),
Mr. Trudeau’s fears that Canada
at Montreal in 1760. England union leaden opposed the gained only seven seats. The
might be overtaken by a mere
won both rounds and took government.
handful of kidnappers living
Thousands
of National Union, with one-fifth
charge of New France, including students from the universities in of the vote, got seventeen seats,
underground. The real reason for
more than 85.000 unhappy and near Montreal walked out in to
such outrageous steps was that
become
the
“official
Frenchmen. French-Canadians protest. Opinion surveys were opposition.”
Mr. Trudeau could not tolerate
have shown their discontent taken on radio programs and in
public opposition; so he decided
Mr. Trudeau had completely
with British rule ever since. front of a Catholic church after
Resurgences of French-Canadian Sunday mass. Most people
nationalism have sprung up condemned FLQ actions, but
several times to haunt the more than half the people
government at Ottawa.
questioned sympathized with
During the 1837 depression, the FLQ’s expressed aim of
it' was an interesting thing,
(even our bieaaed democracy)
unemployed Frenchmen rioted making sure “ that the people of
you
know,
reading
e
Marxist's
are inherently evil that causes so
in Montreal, a rebellion which Quebec take control of their
condemnation o f the Jesua
much confusion. The alternative
government soldiers quickly destiny” (FLQ manifesto).
Revolution. Unfortunately such
is not a different form of
snuffed out by shooting into the
The conscription scenario, came of the blind criticising the
g o v e rn m e n t,
but
NO
crowd.
government;
with some audit ions, was blind d o not help th e p o o r
!n 1868 and 1885, Louis Riel repeated during World War II. mis-guided student at all. The
The political “ right,” in
led the Metis in Manitoba in English Canada voted for the average kid who reeds such trash
searching for ways to “moralize”
the left look toward government
re v o ltin g
against Ottawa's draft (80%); Quebec voted no feds himself placed in a postion
to do the job for them. But, and
domination. Riel was hung, and (72%). The prime minister tried o f choosing one of two
they do not know thin, no one,
Canada’s racial and sectional not to resort to conscription, alternatives: 1) Tbs purpose o f
life
is
to
prepare
one
for
death;
not
even government, has the
friction painfully sharpened.
but finally he ordered overseas or 2) The purpose o f life is to
RIGHT to enforce their life-style
In
1916 Manitoba and some 16,000 draftees. There work for someonedseg life. Such
upon others. If the new left
Ontario severely restricted the were massive desertions and near is not the case. What society
wants to destroy itself through
use of the French language in mutiny in the conscript camps; needs
is
NOT
a
Jesua use o f drugs, so what? That’s
schools; so when Canada joined one French-Canadian federal Revolution, NOR a socialist thoer problem.
political “left,” in
W orld
War
I,
f e w minister resigned; thirty-four revolution, but a REASON
_ for ways to end the
French-Cansdians volunteered members of Parliament from
o f the poor, teek -S crsrl
rssetr je h ic i . When the d rift was Quebec opposed the government
government
also. But, and they
A
REASON
revolution
will
used in 1917, French-Canadians in a vote o f confidence; riots
do
not
know
this, no one, not
teach
that
the
purpose
of
life
is
ea masse refused to register.
broke out again in Montreal; m a n ’s
ow n
in d iv id u a l even the government, has the
The problem is very simple. Montreal’s mayor was jaiied for happi TYsc social system the
RIGHT to tax uicouin m the
Quebec’s electoral districts are urging drafr resistance, and he advocates o f REASON support
name
of
some
“ under
ferry maaucicu so that rural was reelected from jail.
is libertarian (no government), privileged" group. The issue is
of
rights;
absolute,
constituencies Inve all the say.
The liberal reforms of the the economic system, laissezfaire one
the
"religion,'’ unchanging, by the nature of
The Quebec Patty’s vote came early 1960s were, evidently, not capitalism;
man, rights. The recognition of
mainly from urban areas, so it quick enough for some people. aihiesm. The m otto of the
libertarians
(as
we
prefer
to
be
rights demands 100% freedom,
was discounter, as it were.
In 1963 a group of young
called)
is
FREEDOM
IN
OUR
capitalism
is a logical, utilitarian
!n this frame of reference, radicals formed what they called TIMR; th e sym bol, 1 . the dollar
then, it is understandable that a the Front de Liberation du sign.
few people turned tc violence. Quebec (FLQ), after the guerilla
We know that neither putting
In the light o f past events in m o v e m e n t
w h ic h
won s Christian on the board of
Quebec, it was aot surprising independence for Algeria, the United Fruit Company, nor
th a t
the
British
trade Front de Liberation Nationale. smasning United Fruit Company
com missoner,
Mr.
James The FLQ chose to work for will solve the problems o f
Richard Cross, was whisked independence by using terror America. We do know that
th e
American
from his expensive home on last tactics - bank robberies, bomb sm ash in g
government will.
October S by disenchanted and scares, bombings, and eventually
Bryce, it is not capitalism
unemployed FLQ kidnappers.
murder.
that exploits the people, but the
The ransom demands were:
General Charies de Gaulle government. After all, the
release o f twenty-three “ political gave
the
FLQ additional unfairness of the tax system
it th? tsx syst
p ris o n e rs ” ;
payment
of ammunition on his official visit would not
S500,000 in gold bullion; to Expo 67. From a balcony at did not exist.
Ye», Nixon and Spiro the
^
pubiawtiOn
in all Qi*£wv Montreal city hail, the French
V.
newspapers
of
an
FLQ president called for a free Agnew are potentially fascistic,^ /
but
only
if
they
are
given
t
h
e
r
i
M
A
v
\
manifesto; and several other Quebec (“ Vive 1c Quebec
machine
to
faseixe u s with. U is
‘
demands.
libre!” ).
the fact that ALL governments
Little by little the separatist,
Prime Minister Picne-Elaott
Trades* rejected black mad. Mr. movement gained momentum
Tradeau's position was to bold For the April 1970 provinc
election, a number of
he FLQw

Q u a s h in g
in
Q uebec

id
s q u a s h legitimate political
diment by wapending civil
liberties. This was very easy to
do: Canada's civil rights are only
statutory, not constitutional. In
• m atter of two short week),
more than 400 persons were
arrested and detained without
warrants. Extraordinary police
powers and thousands of raids,
however, failed to turn up any
of the kidnappers; they were
finally caught after Christmas.
We are all familiar with the
tragic
sequence
of events
following the enactment of the
war Measures Act. Mr. Laporte's
kidnappers, truly backed into i.
corner, probably out of fright
more
then
anything
else,
murdered him. Mr. Trudeau
would give them no other
choice. Meanwhile, Mr. Trudeau
h ar made immense political
gains: not only are all of his
articulate opponents in jail; but
his thousands of vacillating
sheep
are
now,
through
intimidation, returned to his
flock.

LET'S TRY REASON

TOWNEAND ,
COUNTRY
I
STEREO

result of freedom. It is the tree
market th at _ makes progress,
prosperity, and individualism
possible.
Essentially Bryce, you are
right in saying that the God
squad is on the wrong track, but
so are you. What you need, what
most everyone needs, is a good
study o f reason. The best
spokesman in Ayn Rand, who
presents the only rational, and
most dynamic philosophy ever
conceived by man. She holds
REASON as m an’s basic virtue,
HIS life as his standard of value,
his HAPPINESS as his tfoal. She
advocates a philosophy of
RATIONAL SELF INTEREST.
And die readily admits: “ I know
that I am challenging the
cultural tradition o f two and a
half thousand y ean ."
1 say thia to you, and the
students o f Grand Valley:
Reason,
Individualism,
and
Capitalism a r e tn b e t h e s a v in '*
o f our society, if it is ever to be
saved.....
FREEDOM IN OUR TIME
MARK PEARSON
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Six people were indicted iast
week by a federal grand jury on
charges o f conspiring to kidnap
H enry
Kissinger,
Richard
Nixon’s chief adviser on foriegn
policy; and conspiracy to blow
up heating tunnels connecting
federal buildings in Washington.
Those named as defendents
were: Father Philip Berrigan,
Father Neil R. McLaughlin,
Father Joseph R. Wenderoth,
Sister
Elizabeth
McAlister,
. Anthony Scoblick, a former
priest, and Eqbal Ahmad, a
fellow o f the Adlai Stevenson
Institute of Public Affairs.
In addition to these six, the
indictment named seven others
as co-conspirators but not
defendents. They are: Sister
Beverly Ball, Sister Maijorie
Schuman, Sister Joques Egan,
Father Daniel Berrigan, Paul
Mayer, a former priest, Thomas
Davidson, and William Davidson,
a professor at Haverford College.
Although named as participants
in the alleged plot, these seven
will not have to face formal
charges.
In analyzing these charges,
one must begin by admitting the
impossibility of refuting a case
which has yet to be presented.
However, in light of the
defendents’ backgrounds, past
actions, and shared philosophy,
admission must also be made of
the improbability of the charges.
Indeed, consideration of the
whole affair leads one to believe
that there are some imaginations
miming amuck in very high
places.
At this juncture,
then,
reflection on the characters of
the protagonists involved is far
m ore
a p p r o p r ia te
than
conjecture about future criminal
proceeding*. Principal among
them are Philip and Daniel
Berrigan. In addition to being
the best known of the group, the
Berrigan Brothers are especially
exemplary of the lives and
philosophy of their fellow
Mconspirators.” The brothers are
probably best remembered for
w a l k i n g , with seven others, to
a Selective Service office in
Cantonsville, Isa., placing the
flea of several hundred young
men in a iraai incinerator, and
burning them with homemade
napalm. O f this act, Daniel
would
later
write,
“Our
apologies, good friends, for the
fracture o f good order; me
burning of paper instead of
chldren.”
The group was tried and
found guilty o f destroying
government property. Philip was
sentenced
to
six
years
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imprisonment and Daniel to not due to whst they had alone the blood and guts of nor deny their relationship to
three. Both jumped bail after written or said- No manifesto social turmoil. We have tossed Christianity. This is particularly
their convictions and, to the accompanied their action. Both him out of His own historical true at a time when it is
dismay of theF.B.I., emmerged men understood and appreciated context and made ii seem as becoming evident that the spirit
from the underground for their Christian faith. They though He never left heaven. of American foriegn increasingly
n u m e ro u s
television
and understood also the meaning of Likewise, we often refuse to reflects Tacitus’ commentary on
newspaper interviews, and a few American involvement in Viet involve Him in our own lives Rome: “They made a desert and
public appearances. B y August Nam. They understood that and, hence, cannot conceive of called it peace.” In the face of
of last year, both were finally involvement to be in violation how others may be trying to in this, it is equally apparent that
caught by the F.B.I. and not only of their personal their lives.
the Scrrijin brothers, and those
entombed
in
the
Federal Christian faith, but, also, of
It is not surprising, then, that who share these criminal charges
C orrectional
Institute
at every justification for the the great silent majority of with them, are living testaments
D an b u ry, Conn., where they are
war-method the Church had ever Christians,
though
possibly to the Christian spirit of love
now serving their terms.
maintained. They knew also pained
by
the
powerful and human decency. Their trial
The overwhelming publ.c what their Christian consciences symbolism of such acts as those will echo the words of Daniel
reaction to the act was, of required of them. And so, acting of the Berrigans, can hardly Berrigan: “ We have chosen to be
course, quite predictable. The on that faith, they chose to fathom any connection between powerless criminals in a time of
pedestrian observer glanced at sacrifice themselves in the name these acts and the Life. The criminal power. We have chosen
the external details of the of what was true and sacred.
Christian community, howevei, to be branded as peace criminals
in c id e n t
and
pro m p tly
To the objective observer, can neither ignore the 3er?igans by war criminals.”
pronounced it to be a wanton such sacrifice involves bodies
act of destruction. This is not to being heaved into lion pits or
suggest that these individuals tossed into prisons. Such acts of
treasured these mounds of paper genuine end loving faith are, of
more than they did the young course, seen as commendable for
men enslaved by the paper or their social utility, if somewhat
the innocent Viet Namese foolish in terms of persons!
Editorial
te c h n o lo g ic a lly
advanced
victimized by it. Rather, the act consequences. To the Christian,
John
Barnes
b
e
c
o
m
i
n
g
in
c
r
e
a s in g ly
was rightly seen as an assault on on the other hand, such an
elementary.
a recognized and accepted facet abundant faith brings to mind
A new pleasure vehicle has
What more appropriate way
of American life which would the One who is its object. With
become firmly established as a could there be to release their
have to be met with Draconian such an expanded frame of
means of useless transportation pent up energy than a quick
justice in order that life may reference, such acts of sacrifice
by eh t American middle-class roust in the mysteriously vacant
s u b u rb a n
society.
Whst nearby farm community than
prevail.
More conscientious are a major source of torment
s
i
g
n
i
f
i
c
a
n
c
e
d
o
e
s
th e with that fun-packed extremely
citizens recognized the personal for the Christian.
snowmobile
have
as
as ridiculous 2
cycle
horror
sacrifice involved in the act and
Christianity
is
not
a
expression
of
the
values
o
f
this
machine.
Buzzing
off
into
the
wondered why these men were philosophical system; rather, it is
segment o f the American not-so wide open but houseless
willing to submit to criminal the Life of one man. It is a Life
population? Reviewing some of spaces, he gains a satisfaction
prosecution for an act which was most often seen by Christians as
the
characteristics of
the which borders on sadism when it
only symbolic at best. What the comforting hope that death
snowmobiler, one finds th at he is taken into consideration the
might have been interpreted as can be beaten. When faced with
is married, has at least two am ount of ourot oil being put
children, likes to drink, believes into the atmosphere and the
immense courage, however, was modern acts of sacraficial faith,
th at Richard M. Nixon is doing grief caused by ib e infrigeenent
most often viewed as complete however,
the
Christian
is
his job sufficiently well and that on the privacy of that good, b u t
depravity.
reminded of the darker -side of
America is in its prime time_bf
-C o n s id e ra te
C hristians, the Life. This is the Jesus who
tfjnry, Ha »Hin Ira anlflna £ 5pert Sue nuwtKriu ipaigiPt. aw bbvsime
however, could not help but be miraculously made booze at a
for the well-to-do big shots, he van never work too hard,
perplexed. Daniel Berrigan was a w edding
deep ires skiing as near to the never produce quite enough
receiption,
who
member of the Society of Jesus, preached
same, loves to hunt nearly (disregarding mismanagement of
a
gospel which
everything that walks, and surplus by the hierarchy of
the most scholarly and devoted managed to be simultaneously
cherishes thb freedom to be a authority), nor take quite
of the orders of Catholic blasphemous and treasonous to
part o f “the great American enough shit from h«s officialized
priesthood. Philip, likewise, was the authorities who heard it,
outdoors.”
policy making superion whom
a member of the highly who wept at Gethsemani, who
He will fight and die for this n« has no voice is electing
respected
Joacphite
order. allowed his blood tc be spiffed
freed©*?: to be csc?e to nature, simply feeeaus; his numbers s ?
Moreover,
both
had
been out on a cross, and who offered
but when vacation time is over too
go«|al|
(and dwindling
honored for their distinguished the Way to Salvation.
he must rush home to his rapidly).
service to the Church. These
pleasant
reserve
in
outer
One final morbid by-product
What makes this aspect of the
suburbia, so as to be prom pt at of the snowmobile cult is the
men were far from the young, Christian faith so disturbing is
his
irrelevant
bureaucratic sweet tune o f technology that
rebellious priest who frequent that it is the very foundation of
position
on
Monday
morning. now rings at LAST in the
the pages of the American press. the Christian faith. It is more
His
children
must
also
be on ever-so-cherished and sacred
On the contrary, they were than believing that there was the
time
in
the
grossly
overcrowded,
outdoors that the American
middle-aged and very reverent. Life; it is a matter of believing in
understaffed,
h u t family
is
succeeding
in
Furthermore, the magnitude of the Life. The difference is in
elementary
shcool that
conquering.
ine offense and the retribution admitting that Christ was not a
that they would have to endure centurion before enlisting in the
-C lip and save tt>:« A d because of it were ample proof Kingdom o f God. Similarly, the
-T h e latest craze—
of their sincerity and conviction. Christian must admit to the
Hava a picture on a m irror or pin, 2 % " diameter.
The Christian could see far presence of Christ’s spirit in
W onderful lifetime gift for you or any friend of
more in these men than the
modem men. Hr must be willing
criminals they were, and the to respect and honor the efforts
yours. Y o u supply the picture, not less than 3 ft" X
sight struck nerves that had long of those who, in iheir own way,
3 ft" size or larger; w e'ii do the rest. $1.00 Postpaid
been numbed by modern life are striving to model themselves
fo r each Photo-M irror or Pin. tsa sura to designate
and ideology. The Christian was after His life.
— M irror o r Pin.
now moved to stand back a little
The greatest obstacle to such
and view his society from a a perspective is that we are not
Photo Specialty
different perspective. It was a inclined to permit Christ to
P. O . Box 537
perspective
which
induced
enter our ordinary lives, let
Sautt Ste. Maria, M i. 49783
religious conviction as well as
social convention, the tradition
of the Church a* well as that of
the nation. The act served as
§ l+ a a
poignant reminder that the two
J l f l M 1 1 ||
are not synonomous.
The inspect of these

The Snowmobile
Mentality
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P olem ics 101
I in t im t ii
teen extradited to free a
T V w sf in Vietnam has been
IfleflOfWtwS
nesi
in fact cut
Nixon's
payments foe over
atone, without any increase in empJcy?nent opportunities. Inflation
continues and "experts'* predict that unemployment will have to be
to "solve this problem." C.I.A. and military advisors
smash the separatist movement in Quebec (sounds
it). But liar not Hfa goes on with its usual degree of
imstevsnes and apediy here at Grand V aiey.
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it was my pleasure to attend last weak. The first, i
by Mr. Bruce Loassin, executive assistant to the president
o f tho coBcge. The second vats by "Our President" the Venerable
Loassin spoke at the TJ.C. forum on "Marx: The Wrong
or die Wrong Question." In L esein'i opinion the answer
newer end that Marx even
That Marx's solution was wronf
Mr. Loassin by env fact that none e f the
have yet reached utopis. Also in Russia, Marxian
analysis has bean tramformad into a state ideology which it used to
n n s i s s . To hold Marx responsible for the revisions and
o f Ms self aBagad fodewers is diaor nonssnso. That Marx
the wrong question seemed b Loessin to be a tragedy.
That tragedy was to Loessin she so ceiled death of PhBocophy and
d ie assumption that there could be a cod active podded solution to
PhUnafxdtv
me mreh
a gooraonnel
■
I V W W M S y w r y § KtsoanOrm
w i v s p to
an# Loassin
w * e ^ w »w e s f» was
WVPIW the
w m
a
w * * for
a w
m
inner solution «o m il problem o f dehumanisation. Mr. Loassin fd t
drat by proposing a codeetivf solution Marx was abstracting from
die individual and by this very option perpetuating the problem.
What Mr. Loessin: fads to n ^ » is d iet an individual is a social being
w fiM proommt ire no! w iw w c y pvnonn w«i bvsjubikhi cv *um
searching. It b Loessin who is abstracting and dehumanizing, not
Marx. Loesln hoped that society could bo changed by promoting
d ien gn in individual attitudes. He also hoped diet some day perhaps
we would malice the error of making a god out of science and
atflumiite
proMtim
could
be
solved.
w
o v n o o e v e e v H that
i s m s pnv
w w in v w
w n s w
w a
s w »w s s «
Ha made vagus references to humanism someday permeating all
structures but didn't mention any method of accomplishing this.
Perhaps ha feel* change for the better will come about by some
mythical incantation, indeed this is about the only way it could
happen, for to Loassin. all revolutions am doomed to failure.
The conservatism and distrust o f man that is inherent in Loessin's
position is obvious, irwa* further emphasizedby his zeal in quoting
Raymong Aaron tho button r4 conservative apologetics. Space does
not permit a discussion of ail the ramifications o i Loessin's "Don't
Do Nothing' Drastic-ism", But perhaps ! esn briefly examine lit
application to our own campus situation. It must be emphasized that
Loassin is a nice guy and that there is nothing conspiratorial in his
motivations for presenting this ideology. He sincerely believes what
he said. Loessin is however an administrator and administrators have
the power on this campus. Attempting to reorder the way our
campus functions would be part of an analysis involving the radical
reordering o f the whole society. If students and workers ssntioiied
ail the campuses and factories in tks country, Loessin and indeed ail
functionaries of the ruling caiss would be out of a job.
It is indeed rather convenient that Loessin's philosophy sees
radical change as a philosophical biumder isn't it? Indeed, Loessin is
a likeable man; ail organization men am. It is this ideology however
thatis helping to keep the student a nigger.
it may be possible that I've misinterpreted Loessin's message. It
was unfortunately necessary to write from memory as Mr. Loessin
would not give us perminion to tape record his presentation.
I also attended a presentation by Loessin's boss. Pres. Lubbers. It
is Lubbers who is the vimi*l Monarch in gyr midst. It is he who hss
veto power over just about everything. It is he who can request
police or Poops if the natives get restless under the yoke. The
"kicker" (as Loassin would calf it) is that as Lubbers is guiding and
hedpkig us Hern to adjust to oppression his door is always open to
any house nigger who wants to go in and shuffle his fe e t
As I sat on the floor at this meeting where Lubbers was
addressing the faculty, I took a few notes on the beck of my
explosives and demolition manual (no notepaper was available).
Several o f Lubbers remarks stick out in my mind. First, ha
mentioned diet be was against beuracracy, a nice touch of irony for
openers. Second, he pointed out that the evaluation of faculty
would be incmasindv placed in the hands o f the faculty thermalves.
if the students would be achieving on incrocsing voice in this
11 m t assured that they
m tn e ^^ave o me nano it seems to me diet students art die only ones who ready
tM
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CONSCIOUS
mad wife
CONSERVATIVES The Flight to Sc
Many people have often asked us about our beliefs on the basic
_sea. Since a new editor has taken power we feel it would be
appropriate to state them. In view o f the fact that we have been
called many things by many people (crypto nasi, fascist, warmonger)
we feel that it is first necessary to tell you how we would label
ourselves. Probably the most accurate description o f us would be
right wing moderates, although on certain issues we are more right
than on most. Labels, however, have their limits, eo what will follow
is a general statement o f our views. You can form your own opinion.
First o f ad, we believe in a society where the individual is free to
do as he pleases as long as he does not harm anyone or infringe on
another person’s rights and freedoms. There are o f course
many
laws which are contrary to this belief: The draft, drug laws, social
security. We aiso oppose the many laws which protect people from
themselves and those that take rights from one person and give them
to another. These laws should be rectified. The way to change these
laws, we believe, is through due process o f law. As long cs these laws
exist, one is obliged to obey. Yet if one desires change, the change
should be brought out through the law and in an orderly fashion
Only in this way will the change be meaningful and lasting.
Secondly, we oppose giving the federal government too much
power. In fret, we feel that it already has too much. The more
power the federal government Holds, the less the individual has.
These are, of course, some very broad and general statements. Our
other articles have dealt with specific issues and will continue to do
so.
WHAT WE HAVE IS A LACK OF COMMUNICATION.
It has come to our attention that the telephone services on this
campus leave something to be desired, especially for those students
that live on campus. Afier 11:00 p.m., persons o ff campus cannot
get through to those who live in the dorms. The dorm students are at
another disadvantage. They can only make long distance calls
through the operator between 5:00 p.m. and 11:00 pan. This has a
tendency to reduce the special five cent a minute rate which many
parents have. This special rate is good only between 10:00 p.m. and
7:00 a.n>_ The emergency procedures are also complicated by the
lack o f a 24 hour operator. As it is now, all such calls must go
through one o f the dormitories front desks. We feel that the cost o f
a nighfbperatdr would not be that great. It would also provide more
jobs for students. We hope that the sciiuu! will take this proposal
into serious consideration.

organize this type of reform. They wont though, because student
government consists of fret shuffling house niggers. Besides they
would fmd out just how poweriess they were. Then we would hove
to try to seize power. Student representation by the hand-waving
Lubbers method is an insult
The third series of statements by Lubbers involved activating the
old divide and conquer philosophy. In response to a question by a
faculty member concerning the need of faculty members to have
private secretarial service. Lubbers quickly pointed out that student
unrest was quickly drying up private corporate donations to schools
and that the QM strike has caused budget cuts. Them was o f course
no mention of the fact that the student unrest was to a certain
extent the result o f the fact that business men see the university as
an investment in the future o f U.S. capitalism. Student- rightiy sse
mis as the source of problems like Vietnam and racism. He also
fried to mention that die ruling dess was raesonebls for the QM
strike, not the workers. They only wanted e more equitable share of
die profits from ntfiat they produoe.
It is common to ruling dess ideology that it it necesrary to turn
in older to
a representative o f the
elite knows this technique very w e i. It is my hope that
faculty who are no different ocommimBy than UAflT people know it

By Ken
"She was more beautiful than th

Three films that ham been bills
Mho think they can do something t
Two may never be seen anyvd
TH E AM ER ICAN W IFE ."
" D IVO R CE" features Dick Van
ex-husband, and Jason Robards, I
Matthau is an almost Hallerian sc
Elms fad to be funny, end except A
The satiric quality and com
H O U SEW IFE” from the other
happiness batmen two people
has some lightness end gentility.
Where Bn first two pursue the
m itt and m en with grace in and
BAREFOOT III TH E BARK,
sIs m , it M i the writ of VIRGIN
hikes rages, wrifh sirred "dex
That is all M AD is interested im
of the celbrity d m , Richard Beni
Matthau, Van Dyke and Robards
schmuck, goof, and gtor/ bound
Salad, tumeric, stuffing with the
these ere the concerns of the ye
ingrsscious skinny bum, who grovt
she is frigid. This is the husband
guessing that he migh t be the conji
Carrie Snodgrass is the bluntec
and only to late readied she had
teams. Less, than a commodity, S
terms other capacity to comply w
despicable bouseboy. An affair
inconquereb/e crisis: a really bad
a w riter and you faum he herre
After all, he had a poverty filled cl

The intent show the peer
coming to hete her husband for
number of novels, the pulp and
He is published or while he is wo
man. Tina needs him so badly bi
is no doubting, outside of his ap
sown, K.d huiiets of doubt can
wireness, he triest to meduim co
She pulls the only punch she
him a fag and her exit is much mi
see what utter gross cowards an
many of the other weaknesses o
this type of theoretic honesty,
trimmed like madonna's finger
of smut and hatred and try to
something genuine that keeps hit
Love is lost to Yeats lady by
don't seal tbs !id too suddenly.
With love, hope is lost but n&
Benjamin over warm milk. We la
what is lost is at least poetic.
MAD HOUSEWIFE is now
plan not to wing it
"She was more beautiful than I

Dear Bryce:
It is bsd enough i u i your
philosophy is perverted, m
illustrated in your last article,
but why am your dainties
derived
form
social-science
fiction?
Wham your philosophy is
concerned, you am obviously
not a moral relativist because
you presuppose that them am
better and w on t alternative
socio-economic systems. We
m ud, therefore, i h i m you are
familiar with the morally viable
altcnietives and have consciously
accepted ^ the ^ philosophic
have an unqualified claim
Cor satisfaction o f their vital
at the svaflaMe level of
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IST1IRS TO THE g®9TOB
ilution in Disguise o f United
Rabac
first love, mis M y by 1 * ,

-Y e a ts

las comedies should be required viewing for an hose organizations
i h ip young couples mho a n contempbring partnership.
again, "Oivorce-Amarican S tyle" and "TH E S EC R ET L IF E O F

D?ir Editor:
This to to in form yon o f tb«
existence o f oar oi|in iu tioA ,
end to invite interested students
at your college to affiliate with
us by forming a chapter. I
enclose
a
copy o f our
constitution.
We Sac! that it to appropriate
responsibility for
beliefs and actions by halting the
currant dncnmiiul
of marijuana laws. At this

Dyke in a rota that evokes no hughter, tha crumbling, acattarhoatM
Hollywood's bast csum. plays a scavenger. In "Stent L ift.-M to W
bachelor adored by tha woman o f h e world. B o h o f hast
r tha character o f Matthau, neither is satirical m /am tied.
incision distingoiah ha third fihn, -D IA R Y O F A MAD
While essentially a comment on h a imposshhty of conjugal
grow up, as warn S E C R E T -a n d "D IV O R C E ," H A D W IFE "

Mcn^bcr prefers, hoerever u^e u k

that the Membtrs not "stack the
figures" by writing more than
once. It to important that the
cradibiMt y o f the Oonun.ttee be
to

A corollary, o f conns, to that
to tomcrtaM that the

or as ciose to it as
oee it. A great deal of
muct be dona between
now and May 5th in order to
make thto effective.
Playboy
Megatine
has
indicated Interest in publishing
something on it in their May
issue Forum, which cornea out in
early April. We hop# to gat this
foine nationally lone before
then, but it wiii require effort
from the camp us as to males it

one way o rth c other. Therefore,
wo expect participation and
Thanking you in
mambenbip if on
for
your help, I run-in,
the
convictions,
Ini
truly,
imposes o f the
John C
fa t r i t o n thto
to bo tha moot ebrihaed
National
at method of
Day Obnunittm
marijuana
WOVS Radio
laws at this time.
Grand Valley State Critosi
B IB O «reOVQ W
C tfY lV PCttO V I
Allendale, Michigan 4M01
that this wili work, providing

marijuana laws am the
as often as not.
In order that the
the Committee
be known, we request ail
would tabs p u t to notify
their existence, in
"Commit.se Count” can
to

M Astral, MAD WIFE

public at different times as ws
approach May 5th. Thto may be
done anonymously, if the
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to t 9Mt trito. Where

h e obvious. A s h e aspiring bourgeois husband, always on tha bad
tnan is exact Ha aurpaaaas h e performances and h a effectiveness of
in being resolute. There is nothing gummy about Benjamin, ha is a
olden boy. Fried rice is a feast and just the right bit o f soy. Comer's
right touch o f burgundy, and the only right wine for h e occassion,
>ng lawyer making the society grade in New York. This is also h e
Is w tm ill, rhino* when offended, endsveshisvdfs end wonders why
who seeks his solution in the apparatus o f a society woman, never
gal ice maker.
(dam, beast of burden who married h e virile hotblooded haymaker
detected tha smuckiest gimcracker who ever invested in Roller Derby
todgrassportrays Tina Baber, who is oniy measurable to her spouse in
th snide, petty innuendoes, and to perform all h e sundr.r errands of a
us into Tine's most difficult crisis end into he film's only
ctor. The character is George, his real name, we mercifully omit. He is
d h e script. He acs Oka a fag and than objects to being ceded one.
i/dhood.
re n te examine why Tina Balstr becomes dependent en a prim after
*•- ~ M;— - ?m
pnssmem. The answer is that a took, or a
e print that hang about bookstore shelves make a writer a man. Until
ing, he is emasculated, and not even convinced tiimeelf, that ha isa
sum his apparatus is displayed in every drag store in the nation. Thera
tment that he is a man. But within the boudoir wads of doubt can bo
i fired. When fcs tires of her neuroses end her American rich gsri now
her out tha door.
he only vulnerable bulwerk he has left unprotected. She cells
forcible. Bourgeois primps look et h e ir husbands or fahers. They
men are. So h e y react to h e
who afhough sharing
the
male, literally fives by his word. They have never seen
exposed, open, die language ties before hem in sentences
hey distrust it. They look behind h e words end create a world
•troy the man who is only struggling to say that he exists end here is
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as left,
re
failures these
American
fatant,
Is, so

man

Letter to the Editor:
If my recent struggles st
Grand Valley State College are
any indication of what is
happening in many of our
insiiiuiions of higher learning,
then I have much sympathy for
those students who are pressing
for legitimate change in both
curriculum
and
in
a d m in istrative-fsculty-student
relationships on the campus.
It is virtually impossible for
juniors and seniout to get into
some of the required classes for
major and minor programs. The
registration desk advises that
most classes are dosed, and one
must seek the signature of the

dive.

ie trees, and she clambers back to h e sepulchre and hopes h a t h a y
the flight toward solution. Mb leave Tine at h e encounter group end
fe ourselves at h e m any o f h e insofuab/e and revert to Yeats rWtore
mg at tha Eastbrook Theatre, it is an extremely important IBm if yen
y first love But now lies under boards." - Yeats Revision
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ending claim
provide these vita!
To
shall t h i s _____________
v? To nature? Obviously
because nature d o m n t
man's needs simply
he needs Warn. To
»? Of
. _ ..
v, and you too,
unat to society? Or
toouid ask "w ho"
>>t not couatot o f
Then, which
fulfill these weed
needs * are to
ty?

the needs a f those who art not
(tbe Third World* Again, your
terminaiogy) Thaw capitalistir
p ip , you d afan, am guilty o f
theft and murder If they refuse
to
aro vide timet
needs, and a
mb pTOflQV
------society that will not force
to do to to

G sawkvu f * v ,v v v

Now. let ua

a y

suggestion fell on deaf ears. I
also drove fifty miles in vain for
a counseling appointment, for
upon arrival at the college I was
advised that my counselor was
gone for the day!
One literally HAS to fight for
an education to be secured
today. For those who are willing
to pu t forth the expense, time
and effort to ooiain a college
degree, it to frustrating to say the
least when our goals cannot be
accomplished. This "I don’t
care" attitude and buck- passing
must change; not to mention the
comm unications gap. .
Sincerely,
Mr* Glenn (Sue) Hinkle
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professor involved for special
permission to enter a class. The
professors refuse admission and
in turn advise students to see the
dean, or the blame purportedly
lies with the administration. The
dean advises that he cannot act
if the professor will not. Ail of
this nonsense is bureaucracy at
its height.
Several of us, who are
upperclassmen, spent a whole
day in a futile attempt to
straighten out schedules. It waa
my suggestion that our names be
placed on a waiting list, in order
that we might receive priority if
later openings occur. The

in a country in which
_ If s man has
lawfully
hto
his
physical efforts, that
to hto property, and we l a
how he
• thief for
. that to, hi fact,
to it not the society

•to M W I
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"love** to the teal exploitation o f
thw working data. Even your
hero, n iii lairs, had toe good
sense to insist, "Who
toil, shall not eat."
Now
factory

breathing and available to work
any shift. His job can be
mastered in from five minutes to
thirty days time. If he deducts
only himself, he pry* 12*% o f
hto salary for Fadsni Income
Tex. (If ba b aa a fam ily , 3m gets
a Mg refund thto way) Socito

salaries — the d
s u p p o rte d
w ith
th o se
a fora-m entioned
farcical
for a i
the local
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by
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social welfare
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By Don Schmuckat

BASKETBALL
While on the road, Grand
Valley can't teem to win a game,
but the opposition has to take a
back teat when they come to the
campus at Grand Valley, The
team has been victorious in all of
their starts while at home. They
have beaten Kalamazoo, Calvin
and Northwood Institute at
home and Saginaw Valley and
Oakland while on the road.
F. Roh and A. Simpson have
kept the Lakers going by
averaging 18.6 and 18.2 points
respectively.
B.
Hurd
is
controlling the boards with a
14.0 average in the rebounding
column.
A new member to the team
who saw considerable action in
the Northwood game was B.
Johnson. At 6’8 and 230
pounds, he should get his share
of rebounds and points, since he
looks like a hard man to stop.
He played a Grand Rapids
Ottawa Hills and he just got out
of the Army.
As the second half of the
season starts most of the
remaining games will be played
at home. If the trend continues
of winning at home, then Grand
Valley should end up on the
winning card.
The next few games will be
home against Lake Superior,
January 23; cross town rival
Aquinas, January 2S; Albion
College,
January
29; and
T*ir rrnaain Parktide, February 1.

With eight players, the GVSC
freshman team
compiled a
2-4 season, and they have been
progressing well and playing
good together this season. The
member; ere P. Davis, S.
Leuchmann, T.
Briggs, G.
Censer, C. Lundgren, and T.
Malum, D. Capps and R.
Martin us.
D. Caps has been averaging 16
points a game and 12 rebounds
and R. Mattinus has played in
some varsity games and averages
20 points and 10 rebounds.
The next home game is
against Aquinas on January 2S
at 6:00 p.m. They have four

paid vataboa a year. If be
Is to go to college, his
is paid. Now, he is even
that hh salary wi?
if the coat o f
up. (It docs not,
if the coat o f

INDOOR TRACK
Grand Valley’s track team has
their first indoor meet of the
season on January 22 at the
Western Michigan Relays at 6:00
p.m. The team is much larger
this year and will have greater
depth as a result. Some of the
persons to watch this year will
be L. Thomas who is the NAIA
Champion in the 60 yard dash
and who will also go the long
jump; D. Todd who will be

hurdling and set a mark last year
on the high jump at 6*2"; D.
Hoban who runs the half mile
and D. Ammerman who holds
the record for the one mile run.
Other members of the team
are D. Breest, M. Cobb, J. Fix,
Cohan, R. McCarty, T. Mohr*.
M. Salinas, G. Schworm, R.
Veneklase, J. Churbuck, A.
Harris, and G. Cowell.

INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE
January 22 At Western Michigan Univ. Relays
6:00 p.m.
Jan. 30
At Uni*. of Michigan
Relays - 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 6
At Eastern Michigan Univ. Invitational - 1.00 p.m.
Feb. 13
GVSC
Small College Invit. 1:00 p.m.

WRESTLING

The Grand Valley mat n&n
have winiess season with loses Miscellaneous Items
Grand Valley's wrestlers beat
against Albion and Olivet - 2.
At the Olivet contest the Calvin last Saturday with the
standouts were D. Bently, J. score of 32-8, but lost to Hope
Scholten, T. Hooker, and R. by 23-17.
Egglestol.
Their schedule until February
The GV rowers, under the
II has matches against Lake
Superior State College and coaching of Mr. Springer has
a
winter
training
Central Michigan at 5:30 P.M. started
on
January
23
at
GV, program. Anybody interested in
Kalamazoo at 7:30 p.m. on the sport should contact Mr.
January 26 at Kalamazoo, Ferris Springer at the field house or call
at 7:30 p.m. on January 29 at ext. 259.
Ferris, and Hillsdale at 8:00 p.m.
on February 11 at Hillsdale.
Intramural Program
The big meet will be the
The first week o f games
GVSC tournament which will be began Tuesday night and wili be
at Grand Valley on February 6 every night thereafter, Coaches
starting at 10:00 a.m. and lasting and players should check the
all day. Teams participating bulletin board at the fieMhouse
M u d * Grand Valley. GJUC, for information and schedule of
OHvot, Hope, Calvin, and Ferris.
GVSC
Alma College
GVSC
GVSC
Wright
State.
• __ •
St. Joseph's College
Wayne State Unrversiiy
Ferris State CoOege
GVSC
Hillsdale College
GVSC

67
78
83
I0S
91
OA
vw
102
82

Kalamazoo
GVSC
Calvin
Saginaw
GVSC
M i ▼M V

cy sc
GVSC
UVSL
105 Northwood
84 GVSC
85 Oakland

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
January 23
Lake Superior
Aquinas
January 25
February 1
University of
Wiscomin-Parfcsade
February 3
At Kalamazoo
February 6
At Calvin
Saginaw Valley
February 9
February 10 Feme

61
72
70
90
84
Oy
72
78
a
01
86
82
83

3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.re.
8:00 p ja .
3:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p n .

The ills done in the name o f thedictionary (French)
as
Christianity can not be visited taM nna.Does thatmean yon
upon tan individual soul.
mew a wig? Or |
Furthermore, to daim that walking on a £
cap italism
is
m u sty an
11 oliif ion—j
product o f tha
Christian ethic m it s gssssaSy your fS sfe g s to the warid for
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SOUTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE MSUUUiCE CO
wishes to introduce

M k e Y oungoahl
College Agent

NML

r
Mike is a Senior at GVSC
majoring in busm en and intends
to make life insurance his
career. Meet Mike and discuss
how insurance can work for you.

‘There is a difference and
the difference grows”

NML

mike youngdohl phone 895-4112
2232 compos view opts
gvsc

INTER
r% o¥ ui i rV Fu R5«T
5ISO hr both concerts

tickets at deer with Id).
DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE TO SEE
QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT
AT A SUPER CHEAP PRICE
sAintem ARie
Sunday, January 24th
r
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JOE, It hits you like a
double barreled shot
“Joe”
by Frank Bodenmiller
It hits you like a double
barrelled shotgun.
Sec the man taking a bath. He
is a hippie. He has greasy hair.
He is not taking a bath to get
clean. He s only waiting for his
girlfriend to get home and hop
in the tub with him. So is the
audience. So is the director. So
is the stagecrew. Sex. Sex.
Sec the hippie shoot heroin.
His girlfriend does not like it.
But it is fun. Trip. Trip.
See the hippie deal drugs.
Don’t worry they are oniy
vitamins. He is concerned about
their health. See his girlfriend
cat many amphetamines. Speed.
Speed. See her flip out. She is
now in the ho^iiial.
See the nice middle class
parents. Oh, where did they go
wrong. How did they fail.
Sorrow. Sorrow.
Sec the angry faihci. lie is
inad. He is in her boyfriend’s
apartment. He secs a nude
picture of his daughter. He also
sees tilth and drugs. See tiic
hippie walk in on the father. See
the angry father flip out. He is
smashing the hippie's head
against the brown plaster wall.
The brown wall has turned red.
Oh look at that ugly blood. You
killed the hippie, father. He is
dead. See, you don’t have to eat
drugs to flip out. Flip out. Flip
out.
Sec the faiiic* go to the bar.
Drink, drink, drink. Alcohol is
better than drugs. See the loud
man at the bar, he is Joe. He
works at a factory. He hates

A
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niggers, welfare, and dirty
hippies. He also hates liberals
and music. He would like to kill
hippies. Kill. Kill. Kin. Dead.
Dead.
This is how the movie begins
and ends. It it a typical violent
movie related to the frustrations

of contemporary middle “ silent"
America. It is also a movie
related to the frustrations o f a
movie
director.
Since
he
couldn’t find hippie actors that
were good, he got rid of them.
Too bad he didn’t have Dennis
Patrick shoot
who played
Compton, the father. Peter

movies

Boyle could of gotten by with I
leg wound.
I suggest that the director,
Mr. Auildsen should commit
suicide.
Suicide.
Suicide.
Suicide.
“Joe” is now playing at the
Wealthy
Theatre.

BLUE REVIEW
Johnny Winter is a performer
who most rock fans have heard
of who has never really made it
big.
people have never
heard any of his material and a
lot of people could not tell you
anything about his except that
he’s an albino.
There are a couple of reasons
for this lack of recognition. For
one thing, Winter does not put
out singles, thereby m kang the
big AM audience. For another.

he has beer, mainly a blues
performer, and so he has not
reached aO the rock and rock
and roll fans that he should
have.
Hopefully, his new album will
change all the indifference
shown him in the past. Johnny
Winter And is the album and it is
strictly rock and roll, although
his biues background does show
through here and there.
Johnny Winter is a guitarist
and a good one. This album is
far superior to all the other
which have

flooded the market recently for
a number of reasons. First,
Winter
has
good
guitar
imagination, which nukes his
playing interesting. Second, Rick
Derringer also plays lead guitar.
He lays it down hard and heavy
and straight, while Winter’s
guitar flies and races over, under
through the base rock bn*
K sn ok! McCoy, as
are the other two musicians on
the album, Rasdy Hobbs and
Randy Z. The McCoys was one
o f the better rode ami roll bands
of the early sorties, and they’ve
improved during their absence.
They not only keep up with
g u ita r ,
th e y
M. something no
rhythm section has been atrie to
do before.
of early rock

ion, fug of

e x ci t em en t.
they both

by the

tough, raspy
tch the music

o f the
out o f

Feel

that

If we were to make a list of
the film’s we would most like to
review, and those we would
most like to bring to GVSC, our
lis t
w o u ld
not
differ
substantially from the Film
Sene’s agenda.
The highlight is difficult to
pick. It has to be Truffault’s
SHOOT THE PIANO PLa YER
considered by many tc be cr.c of
film history’s greatest films.
Three films by Beckett are also a
superlative selection.
The first film to be shown is
THE
LESSON
based
on
Ionesco’s play. The play deals
with the maniacal intent of
pedagogues, or even lesser
gogues to force with freneticfervor
one’s
beliefs,
or
predispositions on the nearest
available force.
There are a lot of sexual and
a n ti- s o c io lo g ic a l
th em es
inter-impinging on the aghast
viewer’s sanity. Ionesco himself
however, best summarizes the
film in a statement not directed
necessarily at THE LESSON. He
states: “ Even a stupid man is
worth more than an intelligent,
educated ass: an unworkable
solution one has found for
oneselfs infinitely more valuable
than ready made ideoiogies that
stop
men from thinking.”
Ionesco deals largely with the
tragic and comic aspects of
metaphysical anguish.
Fred Gwynne of CAR 54
actually stars in this one.
CHIEN ANDALOU or THE
ANDALUSIAN DOG (1929) is
probably the favorite film of this
reviewer. Not that seeing an
eyeball slit across causes any
deliberate
joy,
but
the
combination of two geniuses of
a heroic proportion within the
arts, Luis Bunuei ta d Satvadorc
Dali, is momunentaL
For that matter, Dali might
well have said, “ Surrealism is
we” and included Bunuei.
Sunue! has distinguished himself
with the N AZARIN which for
its length and dryness is the final
death
toll
for
cinematic
Christianity.
In terms of personality, not
creation, DaJli and Bunuei are
similar. That is tc say the full
weight of their madness leaves
the scales even. Given the vision
of Dali ritting for 16 or 17 hours
in front of a black canvas until a
vision erupts from the depths of
(he mystic mind and Sunucl
rushing into the film festive! to
gun down the Cool, who mislead
Ms film. On film, the difference
becomes
incredible.
Bunuei
displays no madness, he is
calculating and exact. Dali as
usual,
e x p lo s iv e .
In
ANDALUSIAN
DOG,
the
dialectic is pure fever, but a
methodical madness. Bunuei
directed and Dab was somewhat
the production manager.
Thorn who h f t at this flhn
and Breton. pnxMed for hours at
Emm and throbbed in reply to
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The m usk not only goes to songs of the indifference and
your feet, but also straight hatred infused in the people of
through your head, in the best America.
traditions of Led Zeppelin and
The musk sounds simple at
Hendrix. After this album, there first hearing but it is actually
should be little argument that very complex and very good.
Winter should be considered Young’s voke is abrasive and
among the great guitarist of the may at first turn you off. But his
Awuarian age.
voke is actually the strongest
• • • •
element of thea album. You
In the beginning of the know by his straining voice that
current period of m usk, the two he means and feels what he is
most influential voices were the singing.
Beatles and Bob Dylan. Since
You may not like the album
then, there have been literally the first time you hear it, but
hundreds o f groups to come after a few run throughs, you
along in the bask Beatles style, will want to play it over and
with the guitar, bass, drums, and over, and you won’t tire of it.
one or more singers. But for The musk and the lyrks and the
some reason, few performers singing are o f the type that never
f ami l i ar
and
chose to follow in Dylan’s b e c o m e
monotonous,
no
matter
how
footsteps; writing, performing,
and singing their own material. many times you hear it.
• * • •
Now, nearly a decade later,
So
far,
we’ve
talked about a
the importance of the groups is
great
guitarist,
Johnny
Winter;
dwindling and the individual
and
a
great
vocalist,
Neil
Young.
performer is coming to the
front. James Taylor, Elton John, Now, I'd like to go back a few
Rod Stewart, and Richie Havens years to an album that features
are all examples of this trend. both. I know that I’m supposed
The
best
of
these
new to review current albums, but
performers, however, is probably there’s no reason why everybody
Neil Young.
can’t buy an old ablum.
Neil Young is one of the few
The album I’m thinking of is
artists today that has his head ’John May all’s Biuesbreakers
really together. He knows where
he is and what he is doing and
i w a l b u m s i i e t u t iC S u 't.

His
album.
After
the
■Goldrush. is currently one ot the
big albums out now, but still
many people have no idea what
to expect of it when they see it
in a store.
The material is very personal
and individualistic. Yet it never
fails to affect the listener,
because the problems which
boihcr Neil Young are problems
shared by everyone. The lyrics
range Irom songs of lost love to

with Eric Clapton.” It was made
before Clapton joined Cream
and became god in England. For
all the Clapton fans looking for
something by him that they
don’t already own. I recommend
this album.
Clapton’s playing is not as
dear and refined here as it
became while he played with
Cream, but it is hard and fast
and heavy. The album is one of
the first to get into feedback and
the general idea of noise as
music.
The album is by no means all
Clapton, however, John MayaU’s
vocals and harmonies are the
core of the album and Mayall is
one of the great white blues
singers. He sings Ray Charles'
classk, “What’d I Say” and
makes it his own. One of the
finest songs “ Parchman Farm”
contain* no guitar, jusi May all’s
voice and harmonica.
Don’t worry, though. There is
plenty of Clapton. He gets in a
few solo riffs that rank with his
best work. There is also a piano,
saxaphone, and rythym section.
It is a ccmplcte album, and it
can stand with anything being
made today.
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SEVYN ARTS AT GVSC

John

The f r i t ail-college dance of
the quarter q wmaorcd by Delta
Sigma Phi Fraternity, was held
in the Grand Traverse Room,
Friday, January 8. A lively new
Grand Rapids rock band, called
Sevyn was met with nearly
unanimous approval.
The sound has been described
as a Three Dog Night type of
vocal, combined with a brass
accompaniment similar to that
of Chicago. A combination of
diversified
t a l e nt
and
togetherness combine to form a
group which I'm sure we will
hear
more
from.
Dennis
Houghten, age 20, plays trumpet
and previously played with
The Mexican Friendship Tour.
Al Denner, age 21, is a student
at the University of Michigan,
and
plays
trumpet.
Ken
Wierenga, a GVSC student plays

end h&ndnrads
anon's things

and a whola new
stock of
woman's things.
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trumpet, piano, and recorder,
Ken formerly played with
Amalgamated
Sound.
Larry
Walters, who plays lead guitar
and sings, has played with Steve
Stills and has had previous
experience
with the Light
Brigade. Rich Houghten, who
attends GVSC plays piano,
orgen, and has played with the
Pedestrians. Steve Christianson,
who sings lead vocals, and plays
bass, is a GVSC student and a
member of the choir. Steve has

had former experience with The
Pedestrians also. Randy Shimm,
the drummer, currently attends
Alma College.
The group fu n n el in June.
1970 and practiced steadfly all
sim m er before performing. An
album is in the Planning stage,
hopefully to be released in April.
Definitely worth seeing, if you
have the chance, don't miss
them.

MEDIA STOP-GRAND RAPIDS
Media Stop —Movies in Grand Rapids Robert Giddis
“Joe," “Catch 22,“ “Girt in My Soup," Super Bowl, “ Laugh-in"
Today we ere at war. Can you ever remember when we haven't
been? In this column. I’d like to talk about the war which most
immediately confronts us. .. the message — war. Conflicting data at
all points. War is our normal state; we will be at peace when we can
recognize a message as truth. When we don't question our most
simple bit o f information we will be a peace. Our soldiers are the
media men...Walter Cronkite, Frank Reynolds, Jim Kipp, James
Washerman, Greg Succop, Dave Garroway, John Strothers, Cecil S.
Demile....Mike Nichols.
If this print construct seems to be testing you, or a lift!* too
far out, just remember that if you keep reading, your pattern
awareness will change even more.
There is need to cover a lot o f ground in this issue because it is
introductory. These coiums will be used to respond to all forms of
media which have a pointed effect on our specail interest
group...The college community. Because we are very much in the
middle o f things we often articulate the specifics o f social change.
What motivated the college communtiy? The flicks, obviously, so
does football and television.
In “Catch 22“ Alan Arkin is hyperactive, you see his real name is
Yossarian ma; and actually h e’s crazy because he drops bombs on
fish instead of people and he can still differentiate between
American and industrialist values. Yossarian made a good movie
folder but Buck Henry writes better screenplays. With birds flying
out from under an early B-29, you brains get fried on the way. You
find out th at you d o n 't understand this masterpiece. “ 2001“ gets
the best footage here. Indeed, homage ie paid to Kubrick in at least
three “Catch 22“ scenes. There is one hitch, however, the audience
doesn't care if Bob Newhart is over ranked and the picture on the
wall keeps hsifling from Roosevelt to Churchill to Stalin. The
audience has paid to see another six month overdue message film in

river run, charlie
the pencilman
tarry w ilson daniels,
zero # 1
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order to animate their own sexual violence.
After seeing “ Catch-22” three times, picking up two like typed
bumper stickers, and reading Joe Heller’s book, I deckled that no
coherent commentary waa possible. I was wrong. Almost all critical
publications .eviewed this movie and they agreed on a few points.
First o f all, the book was belter. Accordingly, Mike Nichols blew it
and the critics are anxiously waiting for him to pick up another
contract. The Avant Garde people dug it because it was another
flipped out incoherent movie in color. On Film Magazine didn’t like
it because they are O tto Preminger feaka. The most important
critics, the ticket purchases, didn't especailly like it because it was
overbiiied and under promoted. What’s good for Mike Nichols ins't
necessarily good for Loek’s Theatres.
“Catch-22” will be playing at the Midtown in Grand Rapids until
January 29 and is a more valuable experience than dropping your
money on most o f the other films iu town.
Lanthom reviewers also made it to “Jo e” over at the Wealthy.
“Jo e” is almost a non-film in many ways. There m oniy a slight
degree o f character study, but the plot takes the viewer into s world
which is just a little too real. Remember Kent State and the
Allendale Militia? How many o f your parents and friends have
massive gun collections? How many of your friends are junkies?
How many o f you are thoee who can afford to spend some more of
your parents money on a show which will tell you how your parents
ecsveive o f the cultural riffs in this country?
There is a “Girl in My Soup." At the Studio 28 there is a movie
playing which will remind you of those pictures you were told to
look a t and then write a 250 word story about. There is one
difference, however, this time they took the title and put together a
two hour film. This movie is about a playboy in Merry old England
(Peter Sellers) who meets his match in an American girl (Goldie
Hawn). Not only does she trick him into caring about her but ah*
leads the press to believe that they are married. If this plot sounds
just plain mediocre, there is some relief when the girl decides to
double up on the playboy, and makes it so well, that all parties
involved may someday even be happy.
'.the color in this film is overdone as are the sight gags and sex.
This tiiui would be playing at the drive-ins but the actors are big
name, if not terribly original, and the New York play from which it
came waa actually pretty good. I’ve seen this one once and I think
that I can wait until it’s on television to reject it again.
The super bowl almost got underway th k last Sunday, but out of
nowhere eighty players from famous high schools came out to play
in iaisiui. Joe Namsib had a nice shirt, however. He picked
Baltimore and Curt Coudy is really ei» over-weight baseball
announcer, but I was a t a friends house and the color TV was really
good to the plastic field in the All Lithuanian Red-White-Blue Bowl.
After 200 yards o f penalties, ten turnovers, and completely
unequaled lousy passing, the game waa called off because Baltimore
won. We then hit harder at the Michelob and watched Bing Crosby
talk about how the winner o f his Pro-Am golf joke needed a haircut.
Of course., all is not lost because President Agnew is still on
Laugh-In.
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